Review of Week 5

COGS1 – Fall 2018
Important Announcements:

- No sections on Monday, November 12th – Veteran’s Day Observed.
- Students from Monday sections are welcome to attend Friday sections for that week.
- See syllabus for full details.

Quiz F take-home-online-see details on TritonED. (Available Friday 11/16-Sunday 11/18).
Veteran’s Day- NO sections on Monday – however, section attendance for Friday sections is optional.
More Announcements:

- Week 6 Readings and videos:
  - **EC QUIZ**

  The Ultra Social Animal
  
  *Read 2/18 ABCD Press Release:*

  Watch Dr. Jernigan’s promo for ABCD study.

  (*EC-Prereading Quiz on TritonEd: Wednesday, November 7 @ 4pm – Tuesday, November 8 @ 9am.*)
What are Species-Specific Sensori-Motor Constraints?
Be able to cite and understand specific examples from lecture.

What are general learning principles?
Do they apply across all species? Know the examples mentioned in the lecture.

What is Win Stay/Lose Shift?

What is taste aversion learning?
How does it differ from Pavlov’s Dog experiment?

What is social complexity?
How does it contribute to the development of animal cognition?

What are the examples discussed in lecture of how we can understand animal cognition?

- Cognitive Maps
- Prospective Encoding
- Symbol Use
- “Greedy Giveaway Task”